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ABSTRACT − With the advent of electric vehicles with multiple motors, the steady-state and transient cornering
responses can be designed based on high-level reference targets, and implemented through the continuous torque
control of the individual wheels, i.e., torque-vectoring or direct yaw moment control. The literature includes several
papers describing the application of the sliding mode control theory to torque-vectoring. However, the experimental
implementations of sliding mode controllers on real vehicle prototypes are very limited at the moment. More
importantly, to the knowledge of the authors, there is lack of experimental assessments of the performance benefits of
direct yaw moment control based on sliding modes, with respect to other controllers, such as the proportional integral
derivative controllers or linear quadratic regulators currenty used for stability control in production vehicles. This
paper aims to reduce this gap by presenting an integral sliding mode controller for concurrent yaw rate and sideslip
control. A new driving mode, the Enhanced Sport mode, is proposed, inducing sustained high values of sideslip
angle, which can be safely limited to a specified threshold. The system is experimentally assessed on a four-wheeldrive electric vehicle along a wide range of maneuvers. The performance of the integral sliding mode controller is
compared with that of a linear quadratic regulator during step steer tests. The results show that the integral sliding
mode controller brings a significant enhancement of the tracking performance and yaw damping with respect to the
more conventional linear quadratic regulator based on an augmented single-track vehicle model formulation.

KEY WORDS: Electric vehicle, Four-wheel-drive, Yaw rate control, Sideslip control, Integral sliding mode, Linear
quadratic regulator, Experimental demonstration, Performance comparison

1.

INTRODUCTION

Electric vehicles with individually controlled motors
allow torque-vectoring (TV), i.e., continuous direct yaw
moment control, to improve the cornering response in
steady-state and transient conditions, and to enhance
active safety. In this respect, (De Novellis et al., 2015a)
compares the transient response of the same direct yaw
moment controller actuated through the electric
drivetrains and the friction brakes, and shows that
significantly increased yaw damping is allowed by the
continuous, precise and fast modulation of the electric

motor torques, which is beneficial to wheel slip control
as well (Savitski et al., 2016). Torque-vectoring was
experimentally demonstrated in extreme transient
conditions on a vehicle demonstrator with on-board
electric drivetrains in (De Novellis et al., 2015b). The
study defines several driving modes, selectable by the
driver, each of them corresponding to a different set of
understeer characteristics, thus providing a systematic
approach to the specification of the TV objectives
(Crolla et al., 2012).
To achieve the benefits of TV, specific control
formulations are required, which can provide
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benefit. Moreover, despite the significant available
literature, only a few studies (Assadian et al., 2005; De
Novellis et al., 2014b) compare the performance of
controllers with varying levels of complexity, and
unfortunately these comparisons are based on
simulations. In particular, sliding mode controllers,
presented in multiple recent papers, are interesting
solutions for TV control, given the simplicity of their
formulations, limited computational requirements and
robustness. However, to the knowledge of the authors,
there is a general lack of comprehensive experimental
assessments
of
their
performance,
including
experimental comparisons with more conventional
control structures, such as the LQRs or PID controllers
currently adopted for stability control systems of
production vehicles (van Zanten, 2000).
This study targets this knowledge gap, with the
following objectives:
• Implementation and experimental demonstration of
an integral sliding mode control (ISMC) algorithm
as a perturbation compensator. This is used for the
concurrent control of yaw rate and sideslip angle on
an electric vehicle with multiple motors. ISMC is
selected for its ease of implementation and tuning,
robustness with respect to matched disturbances,
lack of chattering, and the fact that it represents an
add-on to a more conventional and better known
controller, i.e., an LQR.

continuous and smooth control action to shape the
cornering response even at low lateral accelerations.
The literature includes a selection of different
implementations, based on Proportional Integral
Derivative (PID) controllers (De Novellis et al., 2015a;
Zhang et al., 2016; Marino et al., 2010; Assadian et al.,
2005), linear quadratic regulators (LQRs) (Zheng et al.,
2006; Geng et al., 2009; Shino et al., 2001; Xiong et al.,
2012; van Zanten, 2000), sliding mode controllers
(Canale et al., 2008; Abe et al., 2001; Goggia et al.,
2015a; Tchamna et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2012; Ding
et al., 2017; Thang Truong et al., 2013), H∞ controllers
(Cerone et al., 2007; Yu et al., 2013; Lu et al., 2016b),
linear parameter varying controllers (Kaiser, 2014),
robust controllers (Nam et al., 2014), and model
predictive controllers (Falcone et al., 2007; Palmieri et
al., 2012; Jalali et al., 2017), with the possibility of
including fuzzy components (Geng et al., 2009) or
adaptive schemes (Raksincharoensak et al., 2009).
Linear or non-linear feedforward contributions can be
included in the control structure (Shino et al., 2001; De
Novellis et al., 2015a) to reduce the interventions of the
feedback contribution, reduce sensitivity with respect to
measurement errors and noise, and thus enhance
drivability.
In general, TV is based on yaw rate control, with the
possibility of a sideslip contribution (Manning et al.,
2007). However, most of the papers including a sideslip
term in their formulation do not discuss its actual
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Figure 1. Simplified schematic of the vehicle control structure.
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• Experimental testing of a driving mode, i.e., the
Enhanced Sport mode, purposely inducing high
values of sideslip angle for increasing the ‘fun-todrive’, and then constraining sideslip angle at the
desired threshold.
• Experimental demonstration of the performance
benefit of the ISMC compared to a controller based
on LQR technology with and without a non-linear
feedforward contribution.

2.

CONTROL STRUCTURE AND NOMINAL
LQR

2.1. Control structure
Figure 1 shows the simplified schematic of the vehicle
control structure, consisting of:
• A set of state estimators, e.g., providing the values
of vehicle speed, , sideslip angle, , and tire-road
friction coefficient, .
• A high-level controller, generating the reference
values of yaw rate and sideslip angle, respectively
 and  , based on steering wheel angle,  ,
vehicle speed, , longitudinal vehicle acceleration,
, and the estimated tire-road friction coefficient, .
• A drivability controller, generating the overall

reference wheel torque,
, for traction and
braking conditions, mainly based on accelerator and
brake pedal positions (respectively  and  ), and .
• A yaw moment controller, generating the reference
yaw moment, , , to continuously track  , and
constrain  at the values specified by the high-level
controller. In the case of significant yaw rate or
sideslip angle errors, indicators of safety-critical
conditions, this controller also modifies  (for

.
example, for reducing ), which becomes ,
• A control allocation algorithm that defines the motor
torque demands, , , and friction brake pressure
demands, , , for the -th vehicle corner (see Chen
et al., 2014; Dizqah et al., 2016). In this study an
equal motor torque distribution within each vehicle
side is adopted for simplicity, given the focus on the
ISMC performance assessment.

2.2. Sideslip and yaw rate references
The steady-state value of the reference yaw rate,
 =  , , , !, is determined from a look-up
table derived with a quasi-static vehicle model through
the offline procedure described in (De Novellis et al.,

2015a; De Novellis et al., 2015b), to achieve a reference
set of understeer characteristics, i.e., the graphs of
steering wheel angle as a function of lateral acceleration.
The same vehicle includes multiple driving modes, such
as the Normal, Sport and Enhanced Sport modes, each
of them corresponding to different understeer
characteristics.
 "! is obtained as follows:

#

 "! =  "!, $ | "!| < ( "!
 "! = ( "!, $ | "!| ≥ ( "!

(1)

where " is time. Based on Eq. (1), the sideslip angle
contribution is always aimed at reducing ||. In fact,
when | "!| < ( , i.e., in normal driving conditions,
the reference sideslip angle is coincident with the
estimated sideslip angle, and only the yaw rate
controller is active. In extreme maneuvering, when
| "!| ≥ ( ,  "! −  "! becomes non-zero, thus
activating the sideslip controller. The threshold ( "!
can be selected by using the phase-plane-based criteria
proposed in (Lu et al., 2016b). The performance of the
sideslip contribution depends on the quality of the
available sideslip estimation. Based on the literature and
their experience (for example, see De Novellis et al.,
2015a), the authors are confident that sufficiently good
sideslip estimation is achievable in extreme driving
conditions, which are the situations requiring the
contribution of the sideslip terms of the proposed
controllers.
Table 1. Simplified formulation of the reference yaw
rate correction.
Sideslip controller
active

,∆ "!,
> ∆,.

True

Not relevant

False

True

False

False

/0 1

∆ "!

,2
4" + ∆,6.
3

1 −/7 89:;∆ < 4" + ∆,6.
0

In general, the sideslip-related yaw moment
contribution can interfere with the yaw rate contribution,
for example if the sideslip contribution is active and
| "!| ≥ | "!|, where  is the actual yaw rate. In
fact, the presence of integral control on the yaw rate
error can create a windup effect when concurrent yaw
rate and sideslip angle control actions are requested.
This implies the need for a correction of the reference
yaw
rate,
∆ "!, to support sideslip angle control, according to
the criteria in Table 1. In particular, when the sideslip
controller is active, | "!| is varied proportionally to
the integral of the sideslip-related yaw moment
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contribution, ,2 , divided by 3 , which is the yaw mass
moment of inertia of the vehicle. In fact, ,2 /3
corresponds to the yaw acceleration caused by the
sideslip controller, and its integral is the respective yaw
rate variation. The initial conditions are set not to
provoke discontinuities in the reference yaw rate.
Thereafter, when the sideslip contribution is deactivated, the correction ∆ is ramped down to zero
at a rate defined by the parameter /7 (Table 1).
(Lenzo et al., 2017) discusses the details of an
alternative method for modifying the reference yaw rate
as a function of sideslip angle.
 is calculated as:
>
(2)
 = ; , , , ! + ∆ <
 + >
The first order filter with corner frequency > ( is the
Laplace operator) is used to tune the transient response
for the different driving modes.

2.3 Nominal controller: LQR design
The LQR of this section will be used in the remainder: i)
on its own, as term of comparison of the ISMC, since
LQRs are adopted in stability control systems of
production vehicles (van Zanten et al., 1995; van Zanten,
2000); ii) in association with a non-linear feedforward
contribution, generated through the procedure described
in (De Novellis et al., 2015a; De Novellis et al., 2014a),
and indicated as LQR+FF; and iii) as nominal controller,
to which the sliding mode contribution of the ISMC as a
perturbation compensator is summed.
The LQR design is based the well-known linearized
single-track vehicle model (Milliken et al., 1994). The
problem is formulated into a multivariable control
framework, with one input (i.e., the yaw moment caused
by the LQR) and two outputs (i.e.,  and ) of the plant.
Kalman’s controllability condition is satisfied, i.e., the
determinant of the controllability matrix is different
from zero, allowing the application of LQR control
(Ostertag, 2011). The model is represented in
augmented state-space form:
@A  = B @ + C ,DE + FG,H
(3)
?
I = J @
where @ = KI L M is the augmented state vector,
I = @ − @NIO = K −   −  M = KP2 P M is
the error vector, L is augmented state such that LA = P
(thus achieving an integral effect on yaw rate), ,DE is
the reference yaw moment contribution of the LQR, and
B , C , FG,H and J are the state-space matrices of the
augmented system, which are reported in the Appendix.
The performance index, 3, of the LQR control system
design is:
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1 X
1 S@H T@H + U ,DE V W 4"
(4)
2 Y
with T and U being the weighting factors related to the
control tracking performance and control effort,
respectively. The feedback control gain, Z, is obtained
from:
Z = U[\ C ] = S^_,2 ^_, ^`, W
V\ VV Vb
(5)
=a
c
U 3 U 3 U 3
where ] is the unique positive semi-definite solution of
an algebraic Riccati equation, and d is the element in
the -th row and e-th column of ]. Hence, ,DE is:
,DE = −^_,2 P2 − ^_, P −
(6)
1 ^`, P − / ∆f! 4"
3=

/ is the anti-windup gain, which is multiplied by the
difference, ∆f, between the demanded yaw moment and
the saturated yaw moment, , , according to the antiwindup approach in (Bohn et al., 1995; Li et al., 2011).
Based on the single-track model, the vehicle yaw
dynamics are described by second order transfer
functions. Their damping ratio significantly decreases
with  (Milliken et al., 1994). This justifies a gain
scheduling design of the LQR with , which is common
practice in stability control systems for passenger cars.
To ensure the stability of the gain scheduled controller,
stability preserving interpolation is applied to the gain
scheduling design. This approach can be used for
arbitrary linear time invariant (LTI) controllers,
providing a sufficient condition on their placement on
the scheduling space, such that a stability preserving
interpolated controller always exists. The formulation is
in the theorem in (Stilwell et al., 1999). A set of LTI
controllers Zg ( = 1, … , :) needs to be firstly designed
based on fixed values of . The parameter values are
selected to meet the stability covering condition. In this
study six vehicle speeds (i.e., 40 km/h, 60 km/h, 80
km/h, 100 km/h, 120 km/h and 140 km/h) are used for
designing the LTI controllers Z ,  = 1, … ,6, which
guarantee stability for the speed range [0 170 km/h].
The interpolations among the Z controllers are
implemented according to (Stilwell et al., 1999) for the
interval [40 km/h 140 km/h]. Below 40 km/h, the
constant LTI controller Z\ is used, while above 140
km/h the constant LTI controller Zj is adopted.
The stability of the proposed LQR with respect to the
variation of other parameters was verified through
vehicle simulations and experimental tests, according to
the industrial practice in stability control system
development. The method proposed in (Lu et al., 2016a)
was adopted to verify stability for significant variations
of axle cornering stiffness.
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3.

ISMC DESIGN

3.1 ISMC as a perturbation compensator
The ISMC formulation of this study is in terms of
perturbation compensation, according to the approach
discussed by (Utkin et al., 1996; Utkin et al., 1999). To
use Utkin’s words, in this special ISMC case “the
equivalent control is generated, guaranteeing chattering
alleviation and maintaining the robustness properties
typical of classical sliding mode,” and the “discontinuity
appears only in the internal process, thus no chatters are
excited in the real control path. Another advantage of
this perturbation compensation scheme over the
traditional methods is that the time derivative of the
state vector is not necessary; the only information
needed here is the upper bound of the perturbation.”
From the concept point of view Integral Sliding Mode is
utilized here only for the estimation of the system
perturbation rather than for the purpose of control. The
control action to the real controlled system will be
continuously
enhanced
by
the
perturbation
compensator.”
The ISMC implementation of this study is based on
the controller in (Goggia et al., 2015a), which is
extended to provide robust yaw rate control with respect
to matched disturbances, and sideslip angle control
when required. The gain scheduled LQR controller of
Section 2.3 is used as nominal controller.
For designing the disturbance compensation part of
the ISMC, a non-linear model has been selected to
estimate the upper bound of the system perturbation:
no no,
A
m A = − −  +
+
 p p
(7)
lA = ,qo + ,. + ,qr + ,
k
3
3
3

where ,qr is the yaw moment contribution associated
with the longitudinal tire forces; ,. is the yaw
moment contribution associated with the aligning
moments of the tires; no, and , are the lateral force
and yaw moment disturbances; and p is the vehicle
mass. The model in Eq. (7) accounts for the variation of
tire cornering stiffness as a function of the operating
condition of the vehicle, which is the main limitation of
the model used for LQR design. In a first approximation,
the lateral tire force contribution in the vehicle reference
system, no , is:
(8)
no = ;n ,\ + n ,V < sin  ! + ;no,\ +
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no,V < cos  ! + no,b + no,x
n , and no, are the longitudinal and lateral tire forces,
respectively, in the tire reference system. In particular,
the subscripts ‘1’, ‘2’, ‘3’ and ‘4’ refer to the front left,
front right, rear left and rear right wheels;  is the
steering angle at the wheel. The yaw moment
contribution caused by the lateral tire forces, ,qo , is:
,qo = ;no,\ + no,V < cos  ! −
(9)
q
q
;no,b + no,x <y + zno,\
− no,V { sin  !
2
2
where q is the front track width.
The system can be re-written in the following error
form:
(10)
IA = | "! + C, ", I! + } ", I!
where | is the known part of the system; C =
K0 1/3 M ; , is the saturated value of the control
yaw moment ,` = ,qr ; and } is the unknown
part, i.e., the system perturbation. For simplicity and
generality, it is assumed that no state estimator is
present, and therefore it is:
−A
"!
(11)
| "! =   
−A "!
Hence, } is defined as:
no no,
A
− −  +

+
ℎ2
 p p 

}=a c= 
(12)
ℎ
 ,qo + ,. + , 

3
which includes the lateral force and yaw moment
contributions due to the lateral tire forces and aligning
moments. Eqs. (10)-(12) imply a conservative selection
of the gains of the switching part of the ISMC. In fact, if
the controller designed for the case of absence of tire
force and aligning moment state estimators is effective,
the same controller will be effective also for the case of
state estimation (Goggia et al., 2015b).
,` consists of the sum of the nominal
contribution, ,DE , related to the LQR, and the ISMC
perturbation compensator term, , , :
(13)
,` = ,DE + , ,
, , is the filtered value of a discontinuous term,
, , calculated as a function of the sliding variable 8:
(14)
8 = 8Y + 
where 8Y is the conventional part of the sliding variable,
corresponding to a linear combination (with weighting
factors 4 and 42 ) of the yaw rate and sideslip angle
errors:
(15)
8Y = 4 P + 42 P2
The P2 contribution, defined in Section 2.3, starts from
an initial value equal to zero any time the sideslip
contribution switches on.
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 is calculated through the integration of A defined as:
8Y
A = −
S| + C;,` − , − ∆f<W
I
A
−
= S−42 − 4 W 
,` − , − ∆f (16)
−A +
3
,` − , − ∆f
A + 4 A − 4
= 42 
3
with  0! = −8Y I 0!! and ∆f = ,` − , .
(Utkin et al., 1996) demonstrates that Eq. (16), together
with the initial condition, permits to achieve sliding
motion since the initial instant, without a reaching phase.
Through the term ∆f, this ISMC formulation includes
an anti-windup effect according to the approach in
(Yokoyama et al., 2010). , , is given by:
>q
, , = ,
 + >q
(17)
>q
= −^` 89: 8!
 + >q
where the control action is not discontinuous because of
the filter with corner frequency >q .

3.2 ISMC stability

^` must be selected to provide stability to the system
operating in uncertain conditions. To this purpose, the
\
Lyapunov function ` = 8 V is chosen.
V
The time derivative of 8 can be calculated as:
8Y
8A = 8AY + A =
S| + C, + }W
I
8Y
−
S|
I
(18)
+ C;,` − , − ∆f<W
8Y
8Y
=
}+
C,
I
I
By calculating the partial derivatives of 8Y and using the
definition of , , it is:
4
(19)
8A = 42 ℎ2 + 4 ℎ −
^
89: 8!
3 `
It follows that:
4
A
(20)
`
= 88A ≤ |8| z,42 ℎ2 + 4 ℎ , −
^
{
3 `
If the uncertain terms are constrained, without any
condition on their time derivative or their continuity, i.e.,
if ℎ∗ = ,42 ℎ2 + 4 ℎ , < , with  > 0, then in order
A
to have `
< 0 for 8 ≠ 0 it must be:
3
(21)
^` > 
4
As in the practical implementation of the controller
high values of ^` can bring an uncomfortable
vehicle behavior in non-critical conditions, a scheduling
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of ^` is carried out as a function of |P | and ,P2 ,; i.e.,
^` = ^` ;|P |, ,P2 ,<. In conditions of low |P | and
,P2 , = 0 , the value of the uncertain terms can be
assumed to be low; therefore a low value of ^` is
sufficient to provide system stability. The value of  is
obtained from the outputs of an experimentally
validated vehicle model in CarMaker, used to calculate
the terms of Eq. (10). Based on this analysis, the
maximum value of ^` for the worst case scenario is
set to 10 kNm/rad. Note that:
• The non-linear model formulation of Eq. (10) is
solely used to design the value of ^` through the
off-line definition of the upper bound of the possible
perturbation, but is not included in the on-line
implementation of the controller. Hence, the nonlinear model for ISMC design does not imply any
computational load for the control system hardware
installed on the vehicle.
• Condition (20) ensures stability of the ISMC as a
whole,
including
its
LQR
contribution,
independently from the conditions in Section 2.3,
such as the stability preserving interpolation, which
refer to the LQR implemented on its own. ISMC
stability is provided for the specified range of
system perturbations, such that the larger is the
possible perturbation, the larger should be ^` . As
a consequence, condition (20) makes the ISMC
robustly stable.

3.3 Equivalent control

In addition to 8 = 0, the condition 8A = 0 may be used to
characterize the state trajectories during sliding mode.
The discontinuous control action , in Eq. (18)
represents an obstacle for the analytical calculation of
the state trajectory during sliding mode. As a
consequence, by disregarding the switching control
action, the equivalent input, f\, , can be calculated by
imposing:
8Y
8Y
(22)
8A =
}+
Cf\, = 0
I
I
which brings:
8Y [\ 8Y
(23)
f\, = − z
C{
}
I
I
By definition, the equivalent value, f\, , of a
discontinuous control action is equal to the value,
, , in this case, output by a first order linear filter,
with the discontinuous control action as input (Utkin et

al., 1999). If the matrix  C is non-singular during the
I
entire system response, setting 8A = 0 reveals that
C, , = Cf\, = −} holds as well, implying that
C, , is indeed an estimate of the perturbation term.
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Eq. (23) brings the following system dynamics on the
sliding surface:
(24)
IA = | + C,DE + }
with } = ℎ2

−ℎ2




 . This means that during the

sliding motion, ℎ , i.e., the so-called matched
disturbance, will be rejected by the ISMC. In the case of
concurrent yaw rate and sideslip control, through a
specific tuning of 42 /4 the effect of ℎ2 (unmatched
disturbance) on yaw rate control can be tuned. Methods
for the compensation of unmatched disturbances
through sliding mode control are proposed in (Shtessel
et al., 1999). Their application to this problem will be
the topic of future investigations.

4.

EXPERIMENTAL ISMC ASSESSMENT

The ISMC as a perturbation estimator was implemented
on the dSPACE AutoBox system installed on the Range
Rover Evoque electric vehicle demonstrator (Figure 2)
of the European Union-funded projects E-VECTOORC
and iCOMPOSE. The vehicle has four on-board electric
drivetrains, each consisting of a switched reluctance
motor, which is connected to the wheels through a
single-speed transmission system, constant velocity
joints and a half-shaft. The main vehicle parameters are
reported in Table 2.

demonstrator vehicle, the following sensors were
installed during the session:
• The inertial measurement unit (IMU) IG-500A by
SBG Systems, which includes accelerometers,
gyroscopes and temperature sensors, and was used
for measuring the linear vehicle accelerations and
angular speeds.
• The Corrsys Datron S-350 sensor, i.e., a non-contact
2-axis optical sensor for the measurement of vehicle
speed and sideslip angle.
Four maneuvers, i.e, skid pads, step steers, sequence
of step steers and obstacle avoidance tests, were
executed at the Lommel proving ground (Belgium) to
assess the ISMC performance. The tests were performed
on dry tarmac (friction coefficient of ~0.9-0.95) with
approximantely zero road gradient and bank angle.

4.1 Skid pad
This test aims to show the ISMC capability of shaping
the steady-state cornering response. In the skid pad test
the driver slowly accelerates the vehicle and adjusts the
steering wheel angle to keep the vehicle on a circular
trajectory with a 60 m radius. The test is continued until
the vehicle reaches its cornering limit.
Figure 3 compares the understeer characteristics for
the passive vehicle, i.e., the vehicle with equal torque on
the four wheels, and the vehicle with the ISMC in the
Sport mode. The passive vehicle shows a typical nonlinear cornering behavior, with an increase of the
understeer gradient (i.e., the slope of the diagram)
starting from lateral acceleration values of ~4 m/s2. On
the contrary, the vehicle with the ISMC is in a condition
of neutral steering throughout the whole test,
consistently with the reference understeer characteristic
for the selected driving mode.

Figure 2. The four-wheel-drive electric vehicle
demonstrator during a step steer test at the Lommel
proving ground.
Table 2. Main vehicle parameters.
Symbol
p


U
−
0

Name and unit
Mass (kg)
Front semi-wheelbase (m)
Wheelbase (m)
Gearbox ratio (-)
Wheel radius (m)
Track width (m)
No. of motors per axle (-)
High-voltage dc bus level (V)

Value
2290
1.399
2.665
10.56
0.364
1.616
2
600

In addition to the sensors (e.g., the steering wheel
angle sensors) already present on the production vehicle
used as a basis for the implementation of the

Steering Wheel Angle [deg]

80

Passive Vehicle
Active Vehicle

70
60
50
40
30
2

3

4
5
6
7
2
Lateral Acceleration [m/s ]

8

9

Figure 3. Examples of experimental understeer
characteristics for the passive and active (Sport mode)
vehicle configurations.

4.2 Step steer
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Figure 4.  "! during step steers with the ISMC in
Enhanced Sport mode, with and without the sideslip
angle controller (for different sideslip thresholds,
i.e., -7 deg, -14 deg, and -21 deg).
40

Yaw Rate [deg/s]

35
30

Ref, Only Yaw Rate Control
Actual, Only Yaw Rate Control

25
20
15

Ref Threshold 2

10

step steer executed in the Enhanced Sport mode with the
ISMC controlling only the yaw rate, or both yaw rate
and sideslip angle. The high value of yaw rate reference
at the completion of the steering wheel input, i.e., in
excess of the friction limits between the tires and the
road surface, provokes a sideslip angle build-up. 
reaches values beyond -30 deg when the sole ISMC yaw
rate controller is used. The sideslip contribution
successfully limits  to predefined thresholds (i.e,
‘Threshold 1’, …, ‘Threshold 3’).
Figure 5 presents  "! and  "! for the ISMC yaw
rate controller only, and the ‘Threshold 2’ case of the
ISMC yaw rate and sideslip controller. The intervention
of the sideslip contribution is associated with a reduced
yaw rate (noticeable from ~4 s onwards) compared to
the vehicle with the yaw rate controller only. The
reduction is caused by the concurrent effect of: i) the
yaw moment required for the actuation of sideslip angle
control; ii) the reference yaw rate reduction
corresponding to Eq. (2) and Table 1; and iii) the higher
value of  caused by the lower tire slip angles.
These results demonstrate the potential sideslip
control capability for ‘fun-to-drive’ enhancement or,
conversely, for increasing active safety by allowing
controlled sideslip operation at the cornering limit. The
experiments also show that a relatively simple control
structure can constrain sideslip angle, without having to
use complex and computationally expensive non-linear
model predictive control formulations.

Actual Threshold 2

5
0
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7

Figure 5.  "! during step steers with the ISMC in
Enhanced Sport mode, with and without the sideslip
angle controller.
Time [s]

4.2.2 Enhanced Sport mode
This section assesses the performance of the ISMC
sideslip contribution. Figure 4 shows the results for a

Yaw Rate [deg/s]

Sideslip Angle [deg]

4.2.1 Maneuver description
The step steer test is started from a constant speed of
100 km/h. The wheel torque demand is fixed (  =
700 Nm in this study) through the dSPACE system to
avoid the variability of the results associated with the
driver input on the accelerator pedal during the
maneuver. Then the driver turns the steering wheel at a
rate of ~400 deg/s, up to a final value of  = 100 deg,
which is kept during the rest of the maneuver (for at
least 7 s). The manual steering action must ensure a
high repeatability level since it directly affects the
lateral dynamics. Each test was repeated at least three
times and the steering angle profile was checked to
ensure the correct steering wheel rate and final steering
wheel angle values. A steering robot will be considered
for future testing sessions (Pytka et al., 2014; AB
Dynamics, 2018).
Following the steering wheel input, the increase of tire
slip power losses yields a reduction of  and an increase
of , since the vehicle is continuously operating at its
maximum lateral acceleration.

20
10
0
0

0.5

1

1.5
2
Time [s]

Ref
ISMC 0.3 Hz
ISMC 0.5 Hz
ISMC 1 Hz
2.5
3
3.5

Figure 6.  "! during a step steer with the ISMC for
different values of >q .

4.2.3 ISMC tunability
For the ISMC perturbation compensator, the control
system tuning is mainly based on the physically
meaningful values of the gain ^` and corner
frequency >q . Given its limited number of parameters,
the perturbation compensator contribution of the ISMC
can be tuned with the conventional industrial procedures
for automotive stability control systems, based on trialand-error sessions on proving grounds, after an initial
set-up in simulation.
For example, Figure 6 reports the variation of yaw
rate response along experimental step steer tests, for
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Figure 8.  "!,  "! and  "! for the passive and active
(in Normal mode) vehicles during an obstacle avoidance
maneuver from an initial  = 51.5 km/h.
58

Ref ISMC

56
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Speed [km/h]

Sideslip Angle [deg] Yaw Rate [deg/s]

A sequence of step steers was carried out to assess the
transient yaw and sideslip response in extreme
conditions. The maneuver consists of: i) a first step steer
at a rate of ~400 deg/s, to reach a value of  > 0 that is
kept constant for ~1.5 s; ii) a second step steer at ~-400
deg/s, to reach a value of  < 0, which has the same
absolute value as that of the first step steer. This is kept
constant for ~1.5 s; and iii) a final step steer that brings
the system back to the final condition of  = 0, at a rate
of ~400 deg/s.
The maneuver (Figure 7) was executed for increasing
values of steering wheel angle amplitude (with
increments of 10 deg), from an initial  of 100 km/h and
constant wheel torque demand imposed through the
dSPACE system. The test was considered successful
when || remained below 10 deg during the whole
maneuver. In particular, the passive vehicle reaches this
condition for a steering wheel angle amplitude of 70 deg,
while the active vehicle is still within the specified
sideslip boundary with an amplitude of 150 deg, which
shows the significant active safety benefits of the ISMC.
Since in the specific tests it was set ( = 15 deg, the
intervention of the sideslip angle contribution was not
even needed.

Sideslip Angle [deg]

4.3 Sequence of step steers

The obstacle avoidance test (ISO 3888-2, 2011) was
carried out to subjectively investigate the road-holding
ability of the vehicle. After the initial stabilization at the
speed set for the specific test, a constant total wheel
torque demand of 200 Nm was imposed through the
dSPACE unit. The driver had to control the steering
wheel input to keep the vehicle within a trajectory set by
cones, defining: i) an initial lane; ii) a second lane with
a lateral offset with respect to the initial lane; and iii) a
final lane approximately aligned with the initial lane.
Figure 8 shows that the controlled vehicle requires a
significantly reduced steering correction after the first
lane change, when the driver has to stabilize the vehicle
to keep it within the second lane without hitting the
cones. Correspondingly, the yaw rate and sideslip angle
oscillations are reduced, and thereby the vehicle exhibits
a better performance. Also, owing to the lower values of
| "!|, the vehicle with the ISMC maintains a higher
speed during the maneuver.
Yaw Rate [deg/s] Steering Angle [deg]

different values of >q . Higher values of >q increase the
‘aggressiveness’ of the perturbation compensator, thus
originating better tracking performance, increased
control effort and increased sensitivity to measurement
noise. The tuning procedure of the ISMC is not more
complex than for a typical automotive PID or LQR
controller, and can be performed by a vehicle engineer
without a specific know-how in sliding mode control
theory.

54
52
50
48

70 deg Passive

100 deg Passive

100 deg ISMC

0

150 deg ISMC

Figure 7.  "! and  "! for the passive and active
(Normal mode) vehicles during sequences of step steers
with a sideslip threshold ( = 15 deg.
1

2

3
Time [s]

4.4 Obstacle avoidance test

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5
6
Test no.

7

Passive vehicle
Active vehicle
8
9 10 11

Figure 9. Distribution of the successful (indicated by the
blank symbols) and unsuccessful (indicated by ‘x’) tests
for the passive and active (in Normal mode) vehicles
during obstacle avoidance maneuvers.
Figure 9 reports the results for a sample of tests. The
figure indicates the corresponding initial speed, i.e, the
speed at the entrance of the first lane, and whether the
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Yaw Rate [deg/s]

The key objective of this study is to experimentally
assess whether the ISMC brings a performance benefit
with respect to more conventional control structures,
based on LQR technology, currently used for stability
control systems actuating the friction brakes. Such an
evaluation, absent so far in the literature, is necessary to
promote the industrial development of sliding mode
implementations for torque-vectoring.
Figure 10 shows the time histories of vehicle yaw rate
during a step steer test for: a) the passive vehicle; b) the
vehicle controlled with the sole LQR; c) the vehicle
with the same LQR as in b) and the non-linear static
feedforward contribution (LQR+FF); and d) the vehicle
with the ISMC, including the same LQR as in b) as
nominal controller.
In Figure 10 all controllers reduce the duration of the
yaw rate oscillations following the steering wheel input.
The performance of the ISMC is particularly effective in
decreasing the first yaw rate overshoots and undershoots,
which are 16.8 deg/s and 24.5 deg/s in a), 10.1 deg/s
and 8.4 deg/s in b), 11.1 and 7.0 deg/s in c), and 3.5
deg/s and 4.1 deg/s in d).
Table 3 includes the values of the four objective
performance indicators used to assess the controllers
along the maneuver, i.e:
• The yaw rate overshoot,  % , calculated as:
;"7¢, < −  ;"7¢, <
(25)
 % =
100
 ;"7¢, <
where "7¢, is the time at which the first yaw rate
peak is achieved after the steering input is applied.
For drivers with average skills, this peak
corresponds to an unexpected, and potentially
dangerous,
vehicle
behavior.
The
ISMC
performance enhancement with respect to the LQR
and LQR+FF is of the same order of magnitude of
the performance enhancement of the LQR and
LQR+FF with respect to the passive vehicle. This is
an important conclusion of this study, which

and calculated during the relevant part of the
maneuver, i.e., between the times "6,6 and
"6,6 (in this case the 3 s following the steering
application).
The
significantly
improved
performance of the ISMC corresponds to a marginal
increase of the control effort, 13% and 6% higher
than for the LQR and LQR+FF controllers,
respectively.
• The delay between the reference yaw rate and the
actual yaw rate, " , evaluated for  = 15 deg/s.
This indicator is approximately 30% lower for all
controlled
vehicles,
indicating
enhanced
responsiveness during transients. " can be
effectively designed by tuning the corner frequency,
> , of the filter providing the reference yaw rate.

Yaw Rate [deg/s]

EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON OF THE
ISMC, LQR AND LQR+FF

Yaw Rate [deg/s]

5.

encourages the further industrial evaluation of ISMC
as a perturbation compensator for TV control.
• The root mean square value of the yaw rate error,
U £ , calculated during the 3 s following the
application of the steering wheel input. The ISMC is
able to reduce the U £ by 77%, 49%, and 42%, in
comparison with the cases a), b), and c), respectively.
• The integral of the absolute value of the control
action, ¤¥¦¥, normalized with time, defined as:
¤¥¦¥
§¨©,ª«©
1
=
1
|, "!|4" (26)
"6,6 − "6,6 §¨©,«©

Yaw Rate [deg/s]

test was successful or unsuccessful. The test is
considered successful when the vehicle performs the
maneuver without hitting any cone placed along the
boundaries of the obstacle avoidance track. The results
show a 7% increase of the maximum initial speed of the
successful tests with the controlled vehicle with respect
to the passive vehicle. The higher speed demonstrates
the controller benefits in terms of enhanced vehicle
handling qualities and active safety.

40
Actual
b)
30
Reference
20
10
0
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5
Time [s]
40
Actual
d)
30
Reference
20
10
0
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5
Time [s]

Figure 10.  "! during a step steer for the passive (a)
and active (LQR (b), LQR+FF (c) and ISMC (d))
vehicles.
Table 3. Performance indicators for the step steer test
for the passive and controlled vehicles.

Baseline
LQR
LQR + FF
ISMC

 %
[%]

U £
[deg/s]

¤¥¦¥
[Nm]

"
[s]

85.55
51.49
55.76
17.51

11.45
5.175
4.545
2.634

1578
1675
1780

0.12
0.09
0.09
0.09

Figure 11 shows , "! for the three controllers.
For all tests the maximum yaw moment was limited to
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ISMC

LQR + FF

LQR

4000 Nm. The results indicate that the ISMC generates
the first negative (stabilizing) peak of yaw moment
earlier and for a longer duration than the other two
controllers. In doing so, the ISMC is able to reduce the
first yaw rate overshoot as mentioned above.
Figure 12 reports the time histories of the yaw
moment contributions of the ISMC; in particular the
proportional term of the LQR (‘LQRPr’ in the figure),
the integral term of the LQR (‘LQRIr’), the switching
contribution, (‘Switching ISMC’), and their sum
(‘Total’). The proportional term is the main contributor
for the reduction of the time delay in the initial yaw rate
build-up phase, while the switching ISMC contribution,
i.e., the perturbation compensator, is primarily
responsible for the vehicle stabilization between 0.4 s
and 0.8 s. As during this test the sideslip angle remains
consistently low, the sideslip contribution is inactive.
4000
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Figure 11. , "! during a step steer for the LQR,
LQR + FF and ISMC.
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Figure 12. ISMC yaw moment contributions during a
step steer.

6.

state and transient conditions yields the following
conclusions:
• The continuous actuation of yaw rate control allows
very different understeer characteristics for the same
vehicle, depending on the selected driving mode.
• The sideslip yaw moment contribution is useful to
control vehicle response in extreme conditions, such
as those induced by the Enhanced Sport mode or by
an overestimation of the tire-road friction coefficient.
For all these conditions, the proposed sideslip
controller is effective in limiting the sideslip angle to
a specified threshold.
• The switching contribution of the ISMC as a
perturbation compensator significantly enhances the
controller tracking performance in transient
conditions compared to a linear quadratic regulator
with augmented states, used as nominal controller
within the ISMC. More specifically, according to the
adopted performance indicators, the benefits
associated with the ISMC perturbation compensator
with respect to the nominal LQR controller on its
own are comparable to the benefits of the LQR
controllers with respect to the baseline vehicle. This
is a significant novel result of this study.
• The simple formulation and tunability of the ISMC
structure, without the need for a feedforward
contribution, facilitates its industrial implementation
on real vehicles.
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CONCLUSION

This study discussed an integral sliding mode controller
for the concurrent control of yaw rate and sideslip angle
on a four-wheel-drive electric vehicle with on-board
drivetrains. The sliding mode controller was
implemented as a perturbation compensator added to a
nominal linear quadratic regulator in order to provide
robustness with respect to matched disturbances. The
comprehensive set of experimental results in steady-

The augmented state-space formulation of the system is
given by:
@A  = B @ + C ,DE + FG,H
(A.1)
?
I = J @
where the matrices B , C and J are defined as:
B ¬
C
J ¬
(A.2)
B = 
 , C =   , J = 

0
 0
¬ 0
It is  = K0 1M, while B, C, J are the matrices of the
state-space formulation of the conventional single-track
model, i.e., without the augmented state:
1
1
−

;¦ + ¦ < −1 −
V ; ¦ − y¦ <
p
p
,
B=  1
1
− ; ¦ − y¦ <
−
; V ¦ + y V ¦ < 



3
3

0
C = ® 1 ¯ , J = K¤V V M
3

(A.3)
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p is the vehicle mass; and y are the front and rear
semi-wheelbases; ¦ and ¦ are the front and rear axle
cornering stiffness. FG,H is the disturbance term of the
augmented system, defined as:
FG,H = B @NIO,H − ° @A NIO,H + G! + ± 
(A.4)
with @NIO,H = K  0M² ;  is the steering angle
at the wheel; and G represents model uncertainties and
exogenous disturbances. B , °H and ±H are given by:
B = 

B
¬

°
¬
, ° =  ³@³
0 
¬
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